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Abstract

Question answering systems are developing continuously. To make the
machine comprehend the user input discourse better, question process-
ing has become an active research topic of natural language processing.
Intention recognition is a semantic classification task and a crucial
step in question answering system construction. The effect of inten-
tion recognition influences the response of the whole question answering
system. Therefore, an efficient intention recognition model plays an
important role in the construction of a question answering system. The
intention recognition task is correlated with the slot filling task. We
propose an improved joint modeling method for intention recognition
and slot filling, in which the two tasks are executed simultaneously.
The experiment is carried out on two public datasets (ATIS and
Snips), and the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
model has an optimization effect. Based on the computer literature
Knowledge Graph (SCIKG), the domain-specific dataset named CSLQ
is constructed. In addition, experiments on the previous joint task
model verify the effectiveness of the constructed dataset CSLQ. The
experimental results on the three kinds of datasets demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed model compared with the other methods.

Keywords: question comprehension, intention recognition, LSTM, slot filling
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of science and technology, the ways people get
information from the Internet are more diversified. Question answering sys-
tems stand out among the many ways to acquire information and knowledge.
With the continuous development of intelligent question answering technol-
ogy, the logic and algorithm of multi-round question answering systems are
continuously accumulating and updating.

Accurately identifying the intention of a user’s question is the premise
of building an automatic question answering system, and is crucial to the
realization of question answering services. Users’ semantic intention in natural
language can be mined through intention recognition, and semantic concepts
in questions can be extracted by filling semantic slots.

An intelligent question answering system is a software system that can
answer human natural language questions based on a large amount of corpus
data through mathematical models and related programming languages. Intel-
ligent question answering systems can be divided into task type, solution type,
and chat type. Among them, the task type is used to complete the specific
task proposed by the user. The system performs the operation interface that
has been set in the background according to the semantics and makes the cor-
responding response, such as booking a hotel, booking a movie, etc. Retrieval
question answering system can be understood as the system contains datasets,
each sample data is ⟨question, answer⟩.

The system does not include the natural language generation module. After
the user inputs a question, the system finds the question with the most sim-
ilar semantics from the question set stored in the database and then returns
the corresponding answer to the user. The key point of this kind of question
answering system is to judge the similarity of the question, which is stable and
controllable but lacks flexibility.

The conversational question answering system is mostly based on a gener-
ative question answering system. It has no specific purpose and the answers
are not restricted. It mainly focuses on fun and personalized reply. Question
answering system improves the search engine by returning a large number of
redundant information shortcomings.

With the development of information technology, the common databases
cannot satisfy the storage of question and answer pairs, so the question
answering system based on a knowledge graph stands out. The Knowl-
edge graph organizes knowledge in the real world in the form of triples
(“entity-relationship-entity” or “concept-attribute-value”), forming a multi-
lateral relationship network, whose essence is a semantic network, which can
reveal the mutual relations between entities [1]. Entities are the most basic
elements in the knowledge graph. Different entities have different relations.
The purpose of question recognition is to identify the intention of the question
and the entities in the question. This paper aims to construct a multi-round
question answering system based on knowledge graph. Answer domain-specific
questions from users in a single domain. This application belongs to task-based
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question answering system. Therefore, the focus of this paper is to accurately
identify the user’s intention and retrieve the specific entities in the question,
paving the way for the entity link to the knowledge graph.

During the process of the question comprehension in the question answering
system, the task of intention recognition is to understand the semantics of
the user’s question at the sentence level , and then identify the intention of
the question [2]; the slot filling task is the process of marking each word in
the question at the word level to complete the information for translating
the user’s intention into the user’s explicit instructions. Each word in each
piece of data corresponds to a slot label, and the final output is a slot label
sequence with the same length as the input sequence [3]. For example, Table 1
is an annotation example for the task of intention recognition and slot filling.
The data “I need a flight tomorrow from Columbus to Minneapolis” is taken
from the ATIS dataset [4] as input. Begin/In/Out(BIO) labels are used to
label word segmentation results for semantic Slot labeling in the dataset. Each
word corresponds to a Slot label. Slot labeling results are shown in the table;
Slot label “B-depart date.toDAY relative” indicates the flight date; Slot “B-
fromloc.city name” indicates the name of the starting city. Slot “B-toloc.city -
name” indicates the destination city name. The “Intent” in Table 1 is the result
of the semantic recognition of the data. The user’s discourse semantics can be
better captured after the input discourse is processed by intention recognition
and slot filling tasks.

Table 1 Sample intention and slot annotation table of ATIS dataset

Sentence i need a flight tomorrow from Columbus to Minneapolis
Slot o o o o B-depart date.today relative o B-fromloc.city name o B-toloc.city name
Intent flight

The research of intention recognition tasks and slot filling tasks can not
only promote the development of natural language understanding but also
have important significance for the research of question answering systems,
multi-round conversation systems, and other tasks.

2 Related Work

In the early stages of development, intention recognition and slot filling were
regarded as two independent tasks in natural language processing. In the ques-
tion answering system, the system can identify the information most relevant
to the query entered by the user. When a user enters the query “machine learn-
ing”, we know that “machine learning” has both concepts and books. When
it is found through intention recognition that the user wants to understand
the concept of “machine learning”, it only needs to return its definition to the
user as the result, which will save the time of parsing questions and greatly
improve the user experience.
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Looking back at the development of intention recognition, the earliest meth-
ods were rule-based. The advantage of this method is that it does not need
a lot of training data and can achieve good results in a single field, but the
expression of statements depends on the rule template, and the expression
of different scenes will consume a lot of manpower, material resources and
time. With the development of machine learning, many researchers began to
use classification based on statistical features. The basic idea of this method
is to first extract text features through n-Gram [5] and other methods, and
then carry out intention recognition through support vector machines, naive
Bayes [6], and other classifiers, but these classifiers cannot extract deep fea-
tures. With the development of deep learning, the application of the depth
model to intention recognition has a great improvement in performance, and
the research direction of intention recognition gradually turns to deep learning
methods. In literature [7], RNN is used to apply context features to intention
recognition, and experiments prove that context information contributes to
the improvement of the model effect. In addition to RNN, many other models
of deep learning have been applied to intention recognition tasks.

In the field of natural language processing, semantic slot filling is defined
as the method of understanding a paragraph of text by marking up words
or symbols that make sense to the sentence. Slot filling is not only a way to
complete the user’s intention but also plays a role in guiding the direction of
follow-up information completion.

In the question answering system, the slot filling task is the task of sequence
annotation, and the long short-term memory network and CRF are the most
commonly used methods in sequence annotation tasks [8]. Most models score
sequences by setting various characteristic functions. In addition, other slot
filling strategies include RNN-Based [9] and CNN-based [10].

Intention recognition and slot filling continue to develop in their respective
fields. Although the intention recognition task and slot filling task have been
proposed for a long time, the effect of the model method at that time still
needs to be improved, and due to the scarcity of relevant annotation datasets,
the research progress based on intention recognition and slot filling is limited.
With the rapid development of deep learning, both intention recognition and
slot filling have been developed rapidly. As semantic concepts of discourse,
intention, and slot should have common semantic features and depend on each
other. To take advantage of the semantic correlation between two tasks, a
multi-task joint model of question comprehension has been widely proposed.

The joint modeling method is proposed by ZHANG C et al [11], and the
results show that it has achieved good results in the field of medical queries.
XU P and SARIKAYA R used CNN and CRF joint modeling for intention
recognition and semantic slot filling tasks [12]. In literature [13] , a bidirec-
tional RNN-LSTM joint model was proposed to realize semantic slot filling,
intention recognition, and domain classification tasks, but no clear relationship
between semantic slot filling and intention recognition was shown. ZHANG L
and WANG H proposed a model based on the bi-directional transformer to
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realize the bi-directional association between intention recognition and seman-
tic slot filling and improve the performance of the two tasks mutually [14].NIU
P designed an iteration mechanism to enhance the bidirectional association
between intention and slot [15], but such models need to design an iteration
mechanism, which makes model construction more complex. Our model is rel-
atively simple in structure and easy to understand. This paper constructs a
joint task model as the baseline model according to the idea of literature [16].
On this basis, the internal structure of the model LSTM unit is improved to
improve model performance. The proposed model improves significantly on
the existing methods and data sets, thus the validity of the joint model of
intention recognition and slot filling is proved in different fields.

3 Problem Description

Question comprehension, as a key step in the question answering system, is
mainly divided into two tasks: intention recognition and slot filling. If the ques-
tion intention is not correctly identified, the error generated by the intention
recognition task is propagated to the slot fill module. Only when the stated
intention can be successfully detected can the appropriate slot in the state-
ment be extracted. The two tasks are highly correlated. Figure 1 shows the
examples of question comprehension. The model parses the text entered by the
user to determine the type of intention and slot label returned by the domain.
The key problem of text research is to model intention recognition and slot
filling together and make full use of the correlation between the two tasks to
improve the accuracy of intention recognition and slot filling.

English datasets ATIS and Snips are mostly used in the current research on
intention recognition and slot filling. These two kinds of datasets are domain-
specific task-type question datasets. The purpose of this paper is to build a
joint task model with certain generalization ability, and to construct a question
dataset in a specific vertical domain, which can achieve a good recognition
effect. This can lay the data and model foundation for the later construction
of the question answering system application in this domain.

Fig. 1 Examples of the question comprehension
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4 Model and Method

4.1 Related Technologies

4.1.1 RNN

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), as one of the important Neural Network
structures in deep learning, is widely used in many fields such as natural lan-
guage processing. Compared with the traditional feedforward neural network,
RNN is a recursive neural network. After the input of sequence data, all nodes
are recursively connected according to the transmission direction [17]. Not only
is information transmitted by connecting different layers, but also ring struc-
ture is introduced into the network to construct connections between neurons
and themselves.

Combining the context in the statement means that the system understands
the actual meaning of the statement entered by the user. The input of an RNN
is a sequence of data similar to human language. The normal neural network
consists of an input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. Compared with the
common fully connected neural network, RNN adds a circular core to extract
features. The biggest advantage of RNN is that it can associate each word in
the input sequence with the upper and lower parts of the sentence it is in,
making the whole model better understand natural language.

4.1.2 BiLSTM based on gating mechanism

When the input information is large, the gradient will be continuously multi-
plied according to the change of time, so that the gradient will disappear or
the gradient explosion and the memory cannot be saved for a long time. In
the process of backward propagation and updating the parameter matrix. To
improve the gradient problem existing in the recurrent neural network model,
some researchers used the Relu activation function and normalized the data in
the model. Long Short-term Memory network (LSTM) proposed by Hochre-
iter et al has been widely used [13], such in prediction [18], classification [19],
and other natural language processing tasks.

LSTM belongs to the gated algorithm. Based on the simple recurrent neu-
ral network, the structure of the gated recurrent neural network is adjusted,
and a gating mechanism is added to control the transmission of information in
the neural network. The gating mechanism controls the retention or discard-
ing of information and the preservation of new state information in memory
cells, which enables the gated recurrent neural network to learn the long-span
dependency and avoid the problems of gradient disappearance and gradient
explosion. The LSTM unit consists of three gates: Input gate, Forget Gate,
and Output gate. Information is updated through the control of these three
gates. Figure 2 shows the LSTM unit structure diagram. As shown in Figure 2,
compared with RNN, LSTM adds a hidden state variable, called cell State, to
record information.
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The hidden state of the LSTM only retrieves past information, not future
information. To understand the semantic information of context, the two-way
LSTM came into being. The basic idea of BiLSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-
term Memory Network) is to present each sequence forward and backward as
two separate hidden states to capture past and future information respectively,
and then connect the two hidden states to form the final output. The model
establishes a good interaction between emotional words, positive words, and
degree adverbs.

Fig. 2 LSTM unit structure diagram

4.1.3 Attention

The Attention mechanism plays a significant role in sequential learning tasks.
It was first used to encode long input statements as part of the encoder-decoder
framework in RNN in 2014 and has been widely used in RNN subsequently
[20]. Generally, in the encoder framework, the Attention model is added to
the encoding segment. For each moment, different weights are assigned to
different input x, and the relationship between the input word and other words
in the sentence at the current moment is paid Attention to and then the
output is acted upon. The attention mechanism generally acts on the decoding
model to improve the performance of LSTM and GRU. For the deep learning
model to obtain all the hidden layer state values, the hidden layer state values
are calculated for the probability distribution of the output Y , and then the
probability distribution model and all the hidden layer states are weighted
sums to obtain the semantic encoding of the current moment. Then semantic
encoding is applied to the output, so that the model can judge the results
more accurately according to the semantic encoding, thus improving the overall
performance of the model.
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4.2 Joint Modeling

4.2.1 Intention recognition task

As a sub-module of question comprehension, intention recognition is a key part
of the question answering system. The so-called intention is the user’s will,
that is, what question the user wants to be answered. Intention recognition,
also known as intention classification, accurately classifies user input questions
into pre-defined intention categories according to their domain and intention.
The accuracy of intention recognition is directly related to the performance
of semantic slot filling and the subsequent effect of the question answering
system.

In general, intention recognition can be regarded as a classification task.
When users input utterances, the system preprocesses text segmentation into
word vector and takes sentence vector as input sequence to predict its intention
label Y . An input sequence corresponds to a type of intention. Taking the
baseline model BiLSTM in this paper as an example, the intention recognition
part only takes the last hidden state of the BiLSTM unit. The formula for
intention recognition is:

y = softmax(W (h+ s)) (1)

Traditional machine learning methods cannot understand the deep semantic
information of the discourse that users belong to. LSTM unit structure diagram
is shown in Figure 2, and its internal structure expression is as follows:

ft = σ(Wf [ht−1, xt] + bf ) (2)

it = σ(Wi[ht−1, xt] + bf ) (3)

C̃t = tanh (Wc · [ht−1, xt] + bc) (4)

Ct = ft
⊗

Ct−1 + it
⊗

C̃t (5)

ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo) (6)

ht = ot
⊗

tanh (ct) (7)

Where,ft represents the forgetting gate at time t; it represents the input
gate at time t;ot represents the output gate at time t; Wf ,Wi and Wo represent
the weight matrix of forgetting gate, input gate, and output gate respectively;
bf ,biandbo represent the bias vectors of forgetting gate, input gate, and output

gate respectively; C̃trepresents the unit state input the current time t; ct rep-
resents the unit state at moment t; ht represents the output at time t; σis the
sigmoid activation function; tanh is the hyperbolic tangent activation func-
tion.

⊗

is the dot product operation.The schematic diagram of bidirectional
LSTM model is shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of bidirectional LSTM model

4.2.2 Slot filling task

The semantic slot filling task is similar to the named entity recognition task,
which is a richer representation of named entities. The task is to extract key
semantic components and their attributes from user expressions and identify
them with specific symbols. This task provides practical important informa-
tion for machine translation, automatic summarization, topic discovery, topic
tracking, and other tasks, and is generally regarded as a sequence annotation
task [21].

The model recognizes a function through training: f : x → y. This function
matches the input sequence X with the corresponding label sequence Y . In
slot filling, the input sequence is the same length as the label sequence, so
the arrangement is accurate. BiLSTM has been widely used in many sequence
modeling problems [22]. At each time step of slot filling, BiLSTM takes a word
as input and predicts slot labels based on all available information in the input
and output sequences. The paper effectively simulates the past and future time
dependence relationship. After reading the word as input and considering all
available information from the input and output at each point in time of slot
filling, predict its corresponding slot label. Train the model to find the best
possible parameter θ . The x in the following formula represents the input
sequence, and yt−1

1
represents the output annotation sequence of the last time

point t.

argmax

T
∏

t=1

P
(

yt | y
t−1

1
, x; θ

)

(8)

4.2.3 Joint task modeling strategy

When the two tasks of intention recognition and slot filling are modeled inde-
pendently, they work independently without interfering with each other. On
the one hand, this modeling method does not fully consider the dependency
between tasks, and the shared information leads to the fragmentation of data
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features. On the other hand, the cascade of errors may lead to error ampli-
fication in the independent solving task, resulting in a large deviation in the
final judgment result. The task of intention recognition requires identifying the
intention category of the text, while slot filling requires extracting slot values
from the text sequence according to the intention category to further clar-
ify the specific content of the text intention. Joint modeling aims to focus on
learning the relationship between intention and slot attention vectors to obtain
better semantic framework results through global optimization. In the model,
the two tasks share a coding layer and parameters, which not only strengthens
the connection between the two tasks but also greatly reduces the comput-
ing resources. Figure 4 is titled as “Independent Versus Joint Modeling”. And
it shows the comparison of independent and joint modeling processes of the
intention recognition task and slot filling task. The corpus in our dataset was
all in English, and the Chinese word segmentation step was omitted. The word
vectors were initialized and sent to two TLSTM models in opposite direc-
tions, and the two tasks of intention recognition and slot filling were carried
out simultaneously to obtain the final slot and intention category. The overall
process of the model is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 Independent versus joint modeling

4.2.4 Improved LSTM model

Considering the strong influence relationship between slot filling and intention
recognition, this paper improves the LSTMmodel based on the model proposed
by Chih-Wen Goo [16]. The first step in the LSTM unit is to determine what
information needs to be discarded in the cell state. The input gate in the
LSTM unit determines the current network input xt and how much of it is
stored in the unit state Ct . It selectively records the new information into
the cell state and is mainly responsible for the update of the cell state. The
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part chosen to forget is composed of the Hadamard product of the forgetting
gate and the state of the last moment, and the updated part is composed of
the Hadamard product of the two parts it and Ct of the input gate. Reference
[23] mentioned that the internal structure of LSTM can be modified to achieve
a better prediction effect. This paper modified the internal structure of the
update gate. We added a new formula after formula it = (Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi):

i = 1− tani (9)

With this step, the value range of i after modification changes from the
original (0,1) to (0.24,1), which reduces the output range of i of the input gate
to a certain extent. The proportion of C̃t in the formula Ct = ft ∗Ct−1+ it ∗ C̃t

is increased to a certain extent, which makes the model pay more attention
to the proportion of cell states that need to be updated at this moment. The
modified LSTM unit is named TLSTM. TLSTM unit structure diagram is
shown in Figure 5.And the model schematic diagram is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 5 TLSTM unit structure diagram

5 Experiments and Analysis

5.1 Dataset

At present, the classical datasets in the research field are the ATIS dataset
proposed by CT Hemphill et al in 1990 and the Snips dataset proposed by
A Coucke et al recently [24]. ATIS dataset is the audio record of flight reser-
vations in the air travel information system. The training set contains 4478
pieces of data, and the test set contains 893 pieces of data. The training set
has 120 slot tags and 21 intention types. The dataset Snips, collected from the
Snips personal voice assistant with roughly the same number of samples per
intention, is also widely used in SLU(Spoken Language Understanding) stud-
ies. The training set contained 13,084 utterances, and the test set contained
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Fig. 6 Model schematic diagram

700 utterances. There are 72 slot labels and 7 intention types. Snips is more
complex, mainly due to the variety of vocabulary and wide meaning.

In addition, we built the dataset CSLA based on SCIKG. SCIKG is a large-
scale knowledge graph centered on research sites that currently encompasses
the field of computer science which consists of concepts, experts, and literature.
The knowledge graph can be used to better understand the dynamics and evo-
lution of the computer science field, and to help users search and recommend
experts and literature in the computer field. This paper summarizes the prac-
tical questions raised by six researchers in different fields of computer science
based on SCIKG. According to the actual situation, this paper summarizes
the literature for computer majors and the contents that researchers are inter-
ested in, and summarizes five kinds of questions. Each question is labeled with
a slot and an intention type. The dataset contains two types of entities: person
and interest, which are divided into five types of intentions: definite, job, year,
Chinesename, and interest. The dataset was named CSLQ(Computer Science
Literature Question Dataset). Examples of CSLQ dataset data are shown in
Table 2.

The dataset used in the text experiment is English corpus. Words are the
smallest unit in the dataset, and there are spaces between the words. Therefore,
there is no need for word segmentation and other pre-processing operations.
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The most common three-segment Begin/In/Out(BIO) labeling method was
used In the experimental dataset. For each entity in the corpus, the first part
of it is marked as “B-entity name”, followed by “I-entity name”, and all other
non-entity unrelated words are marked as “O”.An example from the dataset
CSLQ are shown in Table 3.

Table 2 Details of the dataset

Item ATIS Snips CSLQ

Intent num 21 7 5
Slot num 120 72 2
Traning size 4478 13084 1506
Vaild size 500 700 200
Test size 893 700 200

Where Intent num is the number of intention types; Slot num indicates the
number of slot labels. Traning size, Vaild size, and Test size are the size of the
training set, validation set, and test set respectively.

Table 3 Sample intention and slot annotation table of CSLQ dataset

Sentence what is Alexie Papanicolaou’s interest
Slot o o B person I person o
Intent Interest

5.2 Evaluation metrics parameter setting

“TP” refers to the number of cases correctly classified as positive cases, that
is, the number of instance samples that are actually positive cases and clas-
sified as positive cases by the classifier; “FP” represents the number of cases
incorrectly classified as positive cases, that is, the number of instance samples
that are actually negative cases but classified as positive cases by classifier;
“FN” represents the number of cases incorrectly classified as negative cases,
that is, the number of instance samples that are actually positive cases but
classified as negative cases by classifier; “TN” represents the number of cor-
rectly classified as negative cases, that is, the number of instance samples that
are actually negative cases and classified as negative cases by the classifier.

Accuracy is a common model evaluation metric. Generally speaking, the
higher the Accuracy is, the better the model effect is. The formula can be
expressed as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100% (10)

Precision represents the proportion of correctly predicted positive samples
to all positive samples, and the formula can be expressed as:
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precision =
TP

TP + FP
× 100% (11)

Recall refers to the proportion of correctly predicted positive samples to
all positive samples. The formula can be expressed as:

recall =
TP

TP + FN
× 100% (12)

F1 Score is used to evaluate the overall effect of accuracy rate and recall
rate, and the formula can be expressed as:

F1 Score =
2 precision recall

precision+recall
× 100% (13)

For intention recognition tasks, Accuracy was adopted as an evaluation
metric. Due to the high complexity of the proposed model and the small num-
ber of datasets, there is a certain degree of overfitting. Therefore, F1 Score

is used as an evaluation metric for semantic slot filling tasks to better judge
the quality of the model than other metrics. In addition, the sentence accu-
racy rate (Sec accu) was used as the evaluation metric of the joint training.
Only when the intention recognition and slot filling of the test sample were all
correct, the semantic recognition of the joint task was regarded as accurate.

The Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) algorithm is used to update the
parameters of the neural network, and the early stop strategy is used to prevent
overfitting. The model parameters are shown in the table. Where batch size is
the number of training batch samples in a single iteration. Num units is the
number of units in the hidden layer of the BiLSTM network. Max epochs is
the maximum training period. Maxlen is the length of the input data. The
details are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 Parameter Settings of the model

Item Value

Batch size 32
Num units 128
Max epochs 40
Maxlen 20

5.3 Experimental results and Analysis

The first group of experiments: the effect comparison of GRU and LSTM in
the joint modeling experiment.

Comparison experiments are carried out on ATIS and Snips datasets. By
comparing GRU and LSTM, it is found that the overall effect of LSTM is
slightly better than GRU, so LSTM is selected as the encoder of the network.
Modifications are made on the basis of the LSTM unit. Inspired by literature
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[23], the internal structure of the LSTM unit is modified in two ways, named
ILSTM and TLSTM respectively. In the LSTM unit, the forgetting gate con-
trols the degree to which the input X and the output H of the hidden layer
of the previous unit are forgotten.

First, We try to modify the forgetting gate of the LSTM to reduce the
information by discarding the degree of the hidden layer of the previous layer
and naming the modified LSTM unit ILSTM. Experimental results show that
the modified ILSTM unit does not improve the performance of the model.
On the contrary, the accuracy of semantic recognition in the ATIS dataset is
even lower than that of LSTM. The comparison results are shown in Table 5,
which demonstrate that this operation destroys the relationship between the
LSTM network and sequence information and reduces the learning ability of
the neural network to a certain extent.

Second, a comparative experiment was conducted according to the TLSTM
unit proposed in 4.2.4. The output range after the Sigmoid function in the
input gate of the LSTM unit is (0,1). The constructed TLSTM unit adds tanh
correlation function after the input gate passes through the Sigmoid function.
The value range of tanh function between (0,1) is (0,0.76). Introducing 1−tanh

after the input gate can change the output range of the input gate to (0.24,1).
In this way, the output range of the input gate is reduced to a certain extent and
becomes a more obvious range. So that the input gate can save the information
features of the new input at the current moment as much as possible and the
learning ability of the neural network is improved . Experimental results show
that the overall effect of the proposed TLSTM model is better than other
models, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the improved model. F1(Slot)
in Table 5 represents the F1 Score value of the Slot filling task in the joint task.
Accuracy(Intent) represents the Accuracy of the intention recognition task in
joint tasks. Sec accu(all) represents the probability value of correct slot filling
and correct intention recognition in the joint task, namely sentence semantic
recognition accuracy.

Table 5 Comparisons of each model on ATIS and Snips

ATIS Snips

Model F1(Slot) Accuracy Sec accu F1(Slot) Accuracy Sec accu

GRU 94.12 94.96 94.84 85.47 97.28 97.14
LSTM 94.30 96.34 96.19 86.17 97.14 96.30
ILSTM 95.15 96.08 95.96 87.59 97.14 97.00
TLSTM 95.50 96.19 96.08 87.16 98.00 97.85

Note: Accuracy in Table 5 represents the Accuracy of intention recognition:Accuracy(Intent).

The second group experiments: comparisons of model on the CSLQ dataset.
Epochs times are modified to achieve the best iteration effect. Epochs

were set to 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 respectively, and F1 Score, precision, recall,
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and Accuracy values of slots were determined respectively. Table 5 shows the
changes of each metric on the CSLQ data set under different epochs values.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the impact of
epochs on loss valuem. Obviously, it can be found that slot F1-score and Accu-
racy also improve to some extent with the increase of epochs, and when the
number of epochs is close to 40, loss tends to be stable. Therefore, the maxi-
mum number of epochs is set to 40 in the experiment, and the Earlystopping
parameter is set to stop the training callbacks in advance when the loss value
on the training set decreases to a certain threshold.
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Fig. 7 Impact of Epochs on Loss valuem

The model in this paper was tested on the CSLQ dataset, and the results
showed that the F1-Score value of the slot filling task increased by 5.46 %
compared with the baseline model. The accuracy of intention recognition tasks
improved by 4%; All the results are better than other models. The experimental
results show the effectiveness of our improved model, which can improve the
performance of intention recognition and slot filling tasks and optimize the
global performance of the model.The details of Comparisons of each model on
CSLQ are shown in Figure 8.

Finally, each model is compared on ATIS, Snips, and CSLQ datasets
respectively. In order to intuitively view the model’s improvement effect, the
experimental results are presented in the form of the line graph, as shown in
In the following figure.

Figure 9 to Figure 12 respectively shows the comparison of slot F1-Score
value, slot accuracy, intention accuracy, and semantic accuracy of different
models on three datasets. On the three kinds of datasets, the evaluation metrics
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Fig. 8 Comparisons of each model on CSLQ
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Fig. 9 Comparisons of slot F1 values of three datasets

of joint tasks all showed a rising state, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
the constructed model.

Because the average length of data in ATIS is slightly shorter than that of
the other two datasets, the LSTM network has the best performance in the
Accuracy(intent) of ATIS. The corpus in Snips involves more fields and is more
complex than that in ATIS. Therefore, the accuracy of intention recognition in
the Snips dataset is slightly higher than that in ATIS. Similarly, the CSLQ data
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Fig. 10 Comparisons of slot accuracy values of three datasets
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Fig. 11 Comparisons of intent-accuracy values of three datasets

were all in the form of questions, and the average sentence length was longer,
but there were fewer types of intention in the data, so the result of the intention
recognition task was higher than the other two kinds of datasets. The joint
task model proposed in this paper achieves 98.2% semantic recognition on the
constructed CSLQ dataset, which lays a good foundation for the construction
of a question answering system in the same domain in the future.
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Fig. 12 Comparisons of semantic accuracy of three kinds of datasets

6 Conclusions and Future work

The performance of the natural language comprehension module directly
affects the overall performance of the question answering system, and there is
a strong dependence between intention recognition and slot filling tasks. Com-
pared with the single model, the joint task model can improve the accuracy of
intention recognition, and the comprehensive accuracy F1 value of slot filling
task is also significantly improved. Existing models do not take full advan-
tage of context information. The joint modeling model based on the CNN
can be computed in parallel, but it cannot capture global information at one
time. Although the joint recognition model based on a capsule network uses a
dynamic routing mechanism to improve the CNN model, it has high complex-
ity and slow operation speed due to the complexity of the dynamic routing
algorithm between capsules. Aiming at the problems existing in the above mod-
eling methods, this study improved the LSTM model and increased the weight
of the input gate by using the gating mechanism. To some extent, the overall
performance of the model and generalization ability has improved. Experimen-
tal results show that the proposed joint model performs well on the task of
intention recognition and slot filling, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
using the relationship between the two tasks.

At present, most of the research on intention recognition and slot filling
focuses on English datasets ATIS and Snips. In this paper, an English dataset
CSLQ is constructed for a specific domain, and the joint modeling task of
intention recognition and slot filling is completed on this dataset, and good
experimental results are obtained. CSLQ dataset is a question dataset, which
lays a good foundation for the realization of the question processing task in
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the follow-up construction of the domain question answering system. When
the user interacts with the question answering system, the system can quickly
judge the user’s real intention according to the direct or indirect informa-
tion proposed by the user, and then it can provide the most accurate answer.
Understanding the semantic meaning of users’ questions accurately can not
only meet the actual needs of users but also has great commercial value for
enterprises, so the research work of this paper has strong practical application
value.

The dataset CSLQ constructed in this paper is only specific to a specific
domain, with a few intentions and slot types, which is not rich enough to
meet the needs of the current question answering system. In addition, the
definition of intention is closed and only includes pre-defined categories, so
invisible intention categories in the training set cannot be identified. In terms
of the model, how to further improve the generalization ability of the model
and apply it to different fields still needs further research in the future.
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